Fluorescent lamps. Due to the considerable weight of the glass components, several fitters and a working platform are needed for the task. For this reason, Aura Light Long Life fluorescent lamps are used here. The fact that their service life is three times as long means that savings of two replacement cycles can be made and outlay in terms of staff and costs kept to a minimum.

Why was Aura Light Long Life chosen?
The fact that their service life is three times as long means that savings of two replacement cycles can be made and outlay in terms of staff and costs kept to a minimum. Aura Signette lamps are used, which have a special diffuser layer in their outer tube. This means that in illuminated ceilings even and optimised illumination can be achieved, preventing unwanted dazzle or striping effects.

About Aura Light
Aura Light develops and supplies sustainable lighting solutions to professional customers, enabling them to reduce cost, energy consumption and environmental impact. Aura Light is acknowledged for long lifetime, high quality and energy reduction, where our lighting solutions can reduce the energy consumption by up to 80 percent.